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Sheryl Sandberg helped Google and Facebook become two of the planet's largest, most
valuable companies. At Facebook, she helps run the largest network of humans in history. This is
the story of how a "bossy" little girl from North Miami rose to become one of the most successful
and influential women in the world and a lightning rod for the emotional debate over gender
issues in the workplace. "I’m deeply passionate about Facebook's mission," Sandberg says,
"and I feel fortunate to be part of a company that is having such a profound impact in the world.”

"An unsettling but engaging portrait of a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde figure ... with a number of odd
twists and turns."—Daily Hampshire Gazette"BJ had a profound, lasting influence. ... There are
rich details [here] about his academic life at Yale, Duke, and NYU. ... The story of how he moved
through life is well-traced by Kobel. ... The book is a good read. ... The picture of BJ in his
NYU office on page 75 is worth the price of the book. ... An interesting book about one of the real
characters in biological anthropology."—PaleoAnthropology"A well-researched, clearly written
biography of a strange character."—Kirkus Reviews"A vivid tale ... Kobel unearths a complex,
contradictory man who lied to reach the heights of the Ivory Tower before being ousted by feds
who discovered his illegal on-campus drug manufacturing operation. ... Kobel expertly wraps up
this bizarre true crime tale."—Publishers WeeklyCritical acclaim for Silent
Movies:“Spectacular.” —New York
Times “This isn't a coffee table book, though any coffee table would be lucky to be graced by it.
The excellent text manages the trick of being exhaustive without being exhausting, while the
photos—and stills, and posters, and lobby cards—are enchanting.”—Wall Street Journal “The
definitive visual history of silent film.”—New York Daily News “A handsomely designed and
illustrated pictorial history of the voiceless cinema.”—Los Angeles Times “If you ever wondered
why film buffs get weak in the knees about the movies made before talkies, this book can help
you understand. . . . It is beautifully designed with a dazzling array of movie stills, posters and
promo material drawn from the Library of Congress' memorabilia collection.”—San Francisco
Chronicle“A ravishing, oversize, million-pound study of the silent movie era.”—Washington Post
Express“Lovingly detailed . . . An essential addition to any film or design lover's library.” —
Encore magazine--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Defense attorney Jules Ritholz argued that the illicit
drugs found in the lab were part of a legitimate research project, to be used in behavior
modification experiments on lemurs. Somewhat contradictorily, he also tried to build a case that
the prosecution’s star witness, B-J’s colleague Clifford Jolly, had been jealous of B-J’s success
and had conspired with lab assistant Richard Macris to plant the drugs to bring down B-J and
perhaps even usurp his job as department chair.Ritholz also argued that there was no



discernible, reasonable motive. B-J was one of the best-paid professors at NYU and had
inherited a large sum of money when his wife, Vina, died. In his opening statement, Ritholz said:
“What is there in this that would leave probably the most prominent physical anthropologist in the
world to risk reputation, career, prison, the loss of everything he has worked for by performing a
criminal act? Why in the world?”Why in the world, indeed.--This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorPeter Kobel has worked as an editor at
Entertainment Weekly, Saveur, ARTnews, and Premiere and has written for the New York Times,
Chicago Tribune, and many other publications. The author of the critically acclaimed Silent
Movies: The Birth of Film and the Triumph of Movie Culture, he now writes about environmental
and conservation issues and lives in Northampton, Massachusetts.--This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Sheryl SandbergFrom Bossy to Boss byDavid Schardt Copyright 2015 David
Schardt Smashwords EditionThank you for downloading this ebook. This book remains the
copyrighted property of the author, and may not be redistributed to others for commercial or non-
commercial purposes. If you enjoyed this book, please encourage your friends to download their
own copy from their favorite authorized retailer. Thank you for supporting the hard work of
authors. Table of Contents "Bossy" GirlHigh School"I loved Harvard and I loved
college"Stumbling on the first step to a happy lifeWorkBack to WashingtonOut of OfficeGoogleAt
least one “good one” leftA new challengeFacebookLean InThe futureWhere are they now?
LinksAbout the authorMore books by the authorConnect with the author “I’m proud to be a geek,
I’ve been a geek my entire life,” Sheryl Sandberg told a cheering crowd at the 20th San
Francisco Bay Area Girl Geek Dinner in 2012.And now she’s a very successful geek, having
helped Google and Facebook become two of the world’s largest, most valuable companies. And
with Facebook, she helps run the largest network of humans in the history of the world.Sandberg
has even become something none of the men around her have: a noun. Savvy companies covet
having their own “Sheryl,” a number two who’s smart, competent, smooth, well-connected, with a
steady hand to bring out the best in others.Sandberg has not forgotten that people called her
“bossy” as a child. “There is a word for ‘bossy’ for little girls in every language,” she says. The
word is not often used to describe boys because it’s expected that they lead. “But if a little girl
leads, she's bossy.”So the next time you see someone call a little girl ‘bossy,’ she urges, “you
walk right up to that person and you say, ‘That little girl's not bossy. That little girl has executive
leadership skills’."She might become another Sheryl Sandberg. “Bossy” girlSheryl Sandberg
was born in 1969 in Washington D.C. and grew up in North Miami Beach, Florida. She’s the
oldest of three children of Joel, an eye doctor, and Adele Sandberg, a teacher who dropped out
of a PhD program when she became pregnant.“I was the eldest of the neighborhood children
and allegedly spent my time organizing shows that I could direct and clubs that I could run,” she
recalled in her book Lean In.Her two younger siblings David and Michelle attested to that in a
humorous toast to Sheryl at her wedding in 2004.“To the best of our knowledge, Sheryl never
actually played as a child, but really just organized other children’s play,” they told the guests.The
two, they confessed, were Sheryl’s worthless, weak first employees. “For more than ten years,
Sheryl took us under her wing and whipped us into shape,” they recounted. Their sister even
taught them to follow her around shouting “Right!” after her speeches.The Sandberg parents set
an example for their children of service to people. Joel took the family on vacations to the
Caribbean where he did eye surgery for free in poor neighborhoods. Adele disguised chocolate
bars to look like soap that travelers to the Soviet Union could give dissidents to sell on the black
market.“My parents both had this very deep commitment to do something for the world,” Sheryl
explained in a documentary by makers.com. “I grew up watching my mother work tirelessly on
behalf of persecuted Jews in the Soviet Union.” Her father pitched in, too, helping to found the
South Florida Conference on Soviet Jewry.During the 1970s and most of the 1980s, the Soviet
Union blocked many Jews from jobs they were qualified to hold. The nation also forbade them



from observing their religion in public and discouraged them from moving to other countries,
especially Israel. If they protested the restrictions, these “refuseniks” could be arrested, sent to
labor camps, or exiled to remote areas of the country.(Among the last families to leave until the
Gorbachev era loosened the prohibitions in the late 1980s: mathematician Michael Brin, his wife
Eugenia, a scientist, and their six-year-old son Sergey, the future cofounder of Google.)The
Sandberg family wrote appeals for the release of Jewish prisoners, attended rallies, and
provided temporary housing in their home for those lucky enough to get out. “My parents
basically ran a non-profit out of our home,” Sheryl recalled.Sandberg attended her first rally for
Soviet Jews as a one year old, according to a 1982 article in the Miami Herald. At eight, she
began writing to her “twin,” a Jewish girl her own age trapped in the Soviet Union. “It sometimes
amazes me that I can go to synagogue and she can’t,” the Herald quoted Sheryl, when she was
an 8th grader in junior high school.Sheryl’s twin, Kira Volvovsky, was the daughter of computer
scientists who lost their jobs in 1974 when they tried to leave the Soviet Union. Kira later told
Time magazine that what she recollected most about Sheryl’s letters “is she had such pretty
handwriting and the stationary was so beautiful. I remember copying her handwriting because I
wanted to write like an American girl.”
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oldest of three children of Joel, an eye doctor, and Adele Sandberg, a teacher who dropped out
of a PhD program when she became pregnant.“I was the eldest of the neighborhood children
and allegedly spent my time organizing shows that I could direct and clubs that I could run,” she
recalled in her book Lean In.Her two younger siblings David and Michelle attested to that in a
humorous toast to Sheryl at her wedding in 2004.“To the best of our knowledge, Sheryl never
actually played as a child, but really just organized other children’s play,” they told the guests.The
two, they confessed, were Sheryl’s worthless, weak first employees. “For more than ten years,
Sheryl took us under her wing and whipped us into shape,” they recounted. Their sister even
taught them to follow her around shouting “Right!” after her speeches.The Sandberg parents set
an example for their children of service to people. Joel took the family on vacations to the
Caribbean where he did eye surgery for free in poor neighborhoods. Adele disguised chocolate
bars to look like soap that travelers to the Soviet Union could give dissidents to sell on the black
market.“My parents both had this very deep commitment to do something for the world,” Sheryl
explained in a documentary by makers.com. “I grew up watching my mother work tirelessly on
behalf of persecuted Jews in the Soviet Union.” Her father pitched in, too, helping to found the
South Florida Conference on Soviet Jewry.During the 1970s and most of the 1980s, the Soviet
Union blocked many Jews from jobs they were qualified to hold. The nation also forbade them
from observing their religion in public and discouraged them from moving to other countries,
especially Israel. If they protested the restrictions, these “refuseniks” could be arrested, sent to
labor camps, or exiled to remote areas of the country.(Among the last families to leave until the
Gorbachev era loosened the prohibitions in the late 1980s: mathematician Michael Brin, his wife
Eugenia, a scientist, and their six-year-old son Sergey, the future cofounder of Google.)The
Sandberg family wrote appeals for the release of Jewish prisoners, attended rallies, and
provided temporary housing in their home for those lucky enough to get out. “My parents
basically ran a non-profit out of our home,” Sheryl recalled.Sandberg attended her first rally for
Soviet Jews as a one year old, according to a 1982 article in the Miami Herald. At eight, she
began writing to her “twin,” a Jewish girl her own age trapped in the Soviet Union. “It sometimes
amazes me that I can go to synagogue and she can’t,” the Herald quoted Sheryl, when she was
an 8th grader in junior high school.Sheryl’s twin, Kira Volvovsky, was the daughter of computer
scientists who lost their jobs in 1974 when they tried to leave the Soviet Union. Kira later told
Time magazine that what she recollected most about Sheryl’s letters “is she had such pretty
handwriting and the stationary was so beautiful. I remember copying her handwriting because I
wanted to write like an American girl.”By 1987, when Sheryl started college, the Soviet Union
finally allowed Jews to freely leave the country, partly in response to pressure from the
Sandbergs and other families like them. Kira and her family didn’t waste any time and quickly
moved to Israel.High schoolSheryl attended North Miami Senior Beach High School, a large
public school where she served in student government. “Even though I grew up in a traditional
home, my parents had the same expectations for me, my sister, and my brother,” Sheryl wrote in
Lean In. All three of them were encouraged to excel in school, do equal chores, and engage in



extracurricular activities.Her parents stressed athletics, too. “My brother and sister joined sports
teams, but I was the kid who got picked last in gym.” So Sheryl became an aerobics instructor,
outfitted in a silver leotard and leg warmers with a shiny headband.Aerobics taught her a
valuable lesson that she says has served her well in life.“When I don't feel confident, one tactic
I've learned is that it sometimes helps to fake it,” she says. Jane Fonda set the standard, so
aerobics “meant smiling solidly for a full hour.” The smile came naturally some days, but not on
other days. “Yet after an hour of forced smiling, I often felt cheerful.”Sandberg doesn’t think her
family household was particularly gender-neutral. “But I was raised to think that I could do
anything. I was raised to think that I could go to a great school and could achieve anything I
wanted to achieve,” she told makers.com.“I was a really serious geek in high school,” she now
says proudly. But she didn’t always feel that way. Fellow students called her the “smartest girl in
the class,” a title she hated. “Being smart is good in lots of ways, but it doesn’t make you
particularly popular or attractive to boys,” she complained.In fact, when her senior class voted
her “most likely to succeed,” Sheryl convinced a friend on the yearbook staff to remove her name
from the list so that no one would know. “Most likely to succeed is not the girl who gets a date to
the prom,” she explained. “And I was worried enough about that. I was embarrassed.”
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X19, “like Oprah, she strikes me as down-to-earth and approachable. I thought the book was
very enjoyable - purchased the e-book from Amazon. Sheryl Sandberg is unquestionably an
outlier, even among other Harvard students. I marvel at her capacity to lead a major company,
be a mother, give talks, write books, etc. Although she is extremely bright and exceedingly
wealthy, like Oprah, she strikes me as down-to-earth and approachable. I liked this book a great
deal because it was written in a casual tone and gave the reader (at least me!) a sense of who
Sheryl Sandberg is. It lacked technical lingo (a good thing!) and I was able to read it in basically
one sitting.  Very nice job!”

Keepin it Real, “Perfect reading for teen girls. Includes a summary of how Sheryl got to where
she is and includes many great quotes that will inspire women and men alike.”

Just Thinking, “Great Book. Really interesting snapshot of Sheryl Sandberg’s career path and
trajectory.  Not a lot of detail - just a synopsis..  Quick read.”

CarolT, “Good read. The book gave an honest and interesting overview of Sheryl Sandberg's
life. I liked that it was short and to the point while at the same time giving the salient details. I
would recommend this book for everyone but in particular women.”

L-M, “Four Stars. Good read”

pattieg, “Five Stars. Great book and touching story”

Yess Padilla, “Inspiring. It's inspiring. A good preread to lean in”

Amy M. Campbell, “Easy read and informative. Easy  read and informative”

The book by David Schardt has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 18 people have provided feedback.
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